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BNL Direct Wind Presentation Plan.
 Review of BNL Direct Wind Developments
•
•
•
•

Planar Patterns (HERA-II IR magnets)
Serpentine Patterns (BEPC-II IR magnets)
Tailored Field Shape (SuperKEKB cancel coils)
Tapered Double Helical Coils (eRHIC IR magnets)

 Extra Topic: SuperKEKB Vibration Measurement R&D
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IR Magnets for HERA-II Upgrade
Corrector coils for RHIC were wound
on flat, flexible substrates that were
then wrapped around and secured via
compression wrap to support tubes.

But above was not a method to make
3.5m long IR magnet coils where good
field quality is important.
As we will see with the next slide, we
were able to apply the RHIC bonding
technique to temporarily attach round
conductor “directly” to a support tube
under full computer control.
The full coil is build up in layers with
fiberglass roving to provide the precompression needed to have a selfsupporting structure with no collars.
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IR Magnets for HERA-II Upgrade
BNL Direct Wind,
The Early Days…

HERA-II coil winding included both
long coils and shorter tapered (i.e.
radius changes) quadrupole coils.
For production it was easier to
adjust field harmonics by changing
the end turn spacing rather than
using discrete end spacers.
A challenge with this coil topology
is that coil leads tended to be
trapped in the pole regions where
the conductor had to be bent
sharply to be made to exit along
the coil body.

B. Parker et.al., “HERA Luminosity upgrade superconducting magnet production at BNL,” Proceedings
ASC2000 in IEEE Trans. Applied Superconductivity, Vol. 11, no. 1, pp. 1518-1521, March 2001.
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Planar Patterns for HERA-II IR Magnets
For HERA-II production we
used the same software as
was used for the RHIC
corrector magnets.
Such planar patterns bring
correlations between the
conductor length and angle
on the tube that impact the
integral harmonics.
And it is not nice to have
magnets leads trapped at
the poles.
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IR Magnets for BEPC-II Upgrade
For BEPC-II IR we had to
wind as much conductor
as for the HERA-II quads
but in many more layers!
If we waited for the epoxy
to set for a pole before we
wound the next on, it
would have taken a very
long time to wind all four
poles for eight total layers.
But unlike for the RHIC
coil production we are
not winding just on a flat
substrate....
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IR Magnets for BEPC-II Upgrade
By alternating the turn
direction at each end we
can then wind all the
way around the support
tube in a continuous
Serpentine-like pattern.

for BEPC-II

So for BEPC-II we could
wind all the poles for a
layer and then only wait
once for epoxy to cure.

B. Parker and J. Escallier, “Serpentine Coil Topology for BNL Direct Wind Superconducting
Magnets,” PAC05, Knoxville, May, 2009, pp. 737-739.
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After winding opposite
layers in pairs to cancel
solenoidal fields, we find
that the integral field
harmonics closely match
the 2d “body” harmonics.
Each straight section has the same length.

BNL Direct Wind Presentation Plan.
Unlike a planar pattern,
there is no automatic
correlation between
straight section length
and angle with a
Serpentine pattern.

Connection between 2d
and integral harmonics
is then very direct and
intuitive.
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BNL Direct Wind Presentation Plan.
Serpentine Style Coil Set
Straight sections
are same length

a Octupole Test Pattern
With Serpentine coil patterns we are able to continuously
wind an entire coil layer at once. Integral and body (2D)
harmonics match well but in order to avoid generating
solenoidal field, we tend to wind them in alternate handed
pairs, denoted “coil sets.” Serpentine ends are very simple
(no extra spacers) and tend to produce lower peak fields.
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We do wind pairs of
layers with conductor
wrapping around the
support tube an equal
number of times in
each direction in order
to avoid generating a
net solenoidal field.
This makes it possible to
pair up the conductor
from the layer below
with the exiting lead in
an open pole and bring
the pair out together
without using up any
extra radial space.

BNL Direct Wind Production Steps
1. Support tube is wrapped with epoxy substrate.
2. Insulated conductor with epoxy coating pays out
under stylus (7-strand cable or single strand).
3. Ultrasonic heating tacks conductor temporarily in
place (i.e. rapid cooling after stylus moves on).

ILC QD0 Coil
Production

4. Coordinated motion: tube rotation, linear speed,
angle-of-attack, stylus pressure, power etc.
5. Fill gaps in pattern with G-10 (or Nomex) & wet
epoxy layup; if another layer go to step 1 (or 8).

Our early Direct Wind
work summarized in
a 2011 MT22 paper.
Backup slides at this
presentation’s end
provide more detail.

6. Then tension wrap with fiberglass for pre-stress.

7. Do a high temperature cure of the coil structure.
8. Occasionally we will machine coil on a lathe to
ensure that the outer coil surface is “round.”
9. For best field quality, measure harmonic content
of coil layers wound so far and prepare to make
“corrections” to harmonics in later layers.

10. As needed go back to step 1.

Alpha Octupole
Coil Test Winding

B. Parker, et. al., “BNL Direct Wind Superconducting Magnets,”
Contribution 4FO-6 to MT22, Marseille, France, September, 2011.
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Magnets for the Alpha Anti-Hydrogen Trap
CERNCOURIER
Fun fact: The original
Alpha octupole coil was
deliberately quenched
thousands of times with
no ill effect!
Now we are currently in
production for the third
generation Alpha coil for
the Alpha-g experiment.
Everyone sees
the a magnet
differently!
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Corrector Magnets for JPARC
Direct Wind was used to make
the conduction cooled corrector
magnets for the JPARC external
beamline.
Note: we made 3d Opera model
field calculations (as shown) in
order to include the impact of a
thin magnetic yoke.

T. Nakamoto, et.al., “Construction of Superconducting Magnet System for the J-PARC Neutrino Beam
Line,” Proceedings of the 21st International Conference on Magnet Technology, Hefei, China, October, 2009.
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The models used the point-topoint information from the
computer winding file to model
individual turns for a single
filament Biot–Savart integration
over the length of the singlestrand wire used (tol = -1).

Direct Wind IR Magnets for the ILC

... and EIC

• 14 mr crossing angle via compact
self-shielded QD0 coil windings.
Incoming
Beam

Outgoing
Beam

We are in the process of
making a compact activelyshielded Nb3Sn quadrupole
• Extracted beam passes just outside for EIC R&D combining an
coil into separate focusing channel. existing main coil and a new
• Cryostat to fit within limited space NbTI Direct Wind shield.
inside detector at L* = 4.1 m.
F a s t Tr a c k

On

Off

QD0 with active shield off/on
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Winding the SuperKEKB b5 Cancel Coil 25 September 2013

B. Parker, et.al., "THE SUPERKEKB INTERACTION REGION CORRECTOR MAGNETS,"
Contribution TUPMB041 to Proceedings of IPAC2016, Busan, Korea, May 2016, pp. 1193-1195.
B. Parker, et.al., "SUPERCONDUCTING CORRECTOR IR MAGNET PRODUCTION FOR SUPERKEKB,"
Contribution THPBA07 to Proceedings of PAC2013, Pasadena, CA USA, pp. 1241-1243.
B. Parker, et al., “Direct Wind Superconducting Corrector Magnets for the SuperKEKB IR,”
Contribution WEEPPB013, to IPAC12, New Orleans, USA, May, 2012.
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SuperKEKB Interaction Region Corrector Magnets

SuperKEKB Left Side
Cryostat Assembly
35 correction coils and 8 cancel coils are
integrated with the main IR quadrupole and
must fit within very limited available space.
The first IR quadrupoles have no magnetic
yoke and create external field at nearby beam.

The cancel coil shown during winding on the
previous slide has to match a rapidly changing
non-linear field in order to cancel it out.
All of the SuperKEKB corrector coils were
wound for KEK using the computer controlled
Direct Wind technology developed at BNL.
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EIC IR Design Overview and Conventions*
Rear Side

Detector Region

Forward Side

*The example shown is the BNL eRHIC IR configuration with 25 mrad total crossing angle.
B. Parker, et.al., “Electron Ion Collider Machine Detector Interface,” invited talk at the North American
Particle Accelerator Conference (NAPAC2019), Lansing, MI, USA, September 2019, paper TUABZ2.
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eRHIC Magnets and Component Integration
EIC IR designs require production of many new challenging magnets
(fortunately NbTi seems to be ok and Nb3Sn may not be needed).
BNL Direct Wind Constant Gradient,

Tapered, Double Helical (alias CCT)
Quadrupole R&D (First Layer) Coil.

eRHIC

To pass synrad cleanly through
rear side electron magnets, we
make use of tapered constant
gradient quadrupole coils!
Large Aperture Dipole

Dual Aperture Quad

A very tough challenge is to
always beGood,
surewetofitshield
the
in
the existing
electron beam
from the quite
RHIC tunnel!
strong hadron magnet fields!

Dual
Aperture
Magnets

eRHIC

H. Witte, B. Parker, and R. Palmer, “Design of a Tapered Final Focusing Magnet for eRHIC,” IEEE
Trans. Appl. Supercond., vol. 29, issue 5, pp. 1-5, Aug. 2019. doi: 10.1109/TASC.2019.2902982.
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eRHIC

eRHIC IR Magnets:

Rear Side

Q1PR/Q1ER Designs

We could use SuperKEKB
external field cancel coil
Forward Side
winding trick to offset the
natural gradient fall with
increasing coil radius...

• Both quads are side-by-side in a common yoke.
• Must pass through synrad fan from the upstream
Q2EF/Q1EF IR quads.
•

Tapered coils maximize yoke thickness between apertures
(reduce yoke saturation between apertures and magnetic crosstalk).

• Q2PR/Q2ER have similar design but not as challenging due to the
larger beam separation at their location.

Q1PR/Q1ER

• B1RE/B2RE are low-field dipoles with tapered coils and thin yokes.

Concept for a Direct Wind
tapered coil design for
Q1PR that has a nearly
constant gradient
along its entire
length

Look to do Double Helical coil R&D

Q1PR Gradient Z Dependence
As the coil radius increases the
gradient would naturally drop.
but we can use techniques
developed for the design of the
SuperKEKB external field cancel
coils to keep gradient constant.
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But with a limited number
of end turns we see small
gradient jumps.
However by changing
the conductor pitch of
a double helical coil
winding we can almost
continuously adjust the
local field gradient.

BNL Direct Wind Double Helical R&D
Closeup view of third layer double helical R&D coil.

The third layer of the constant-gradient tapered,
double helical coil mounted on winding machine.
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First Layer Double Helical Practice Winding
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Paired Double Helical Tapered Quads for FCC-ee
• Use double helical coil windings
to buck out magnetic cross talk
between two neighboring FCC-ee
IR quadrupoles.
• Is there any additional advantage
in using tapered coils?
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Ongoing BNL Direct Wind R&D Activities
Sweet Spot Dipole Coils

Tapered Double Helical

Fast Track

 Finish winding and cold test tapered
double helical R&D quadrupole.
 Produce the Direct Wind NbTi active
shield coil for the Fast Track tests.
 Reconfigure Sweet Spot dipole coils
and test Direct Wind field limits.
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Advertisement: SuperKEKB Vibration Stability Measurement

Single Laser Beam Measurement Test Setup
@BNL
Laser path to target and back

Laser system on
isolation table

X/Y Pickup Coil
Pickup coil support active isolation
and passive damped structure

Fiber arm with one
mirror termination

KEK Researchers are N. Ohuchi and H. Yamaoka
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Work in progress via
US-Japan agreement
to directly measure
SuperKEKB IR magnet
field center stability
with a goal of 1 nm
integrated motion
sensitivity at 10 Hz.

Advertisement: SuperKEKB Vibration Stability Measurement
Scale Units: Microns
0.003m = 3 nm @ 10 Hz

Integrated Spectrum

From Yamaoka-san’s two stage
measurements via KEK sensors
the Al block motion was well
below 1 nm integrated at 10 Hz.
Thus we may conclude that the
pickup coils motion in space was
smaller than 3 nm integrated @
10 Hz.
When we eventually put the
pickup coil in a permanent
magnet quadrupole (PMQ), we
will then use the dual beam
technique to measure the coil’s
motion relative to the PMQ. .

PMQ as SuperKEKB
IR Quad Equivalent

Next round of tests
(improved system
and using the PMQ)
Power Spectrum
should take place
Relative motion w.r.t. a stabilized aluminum block using dual-beam method. calendar 2019.
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Wrap Up: Direct Wind IR Magnet Production at BNL

Thank you for
your attention.
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Backup Slides
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BNL Direct Wind Coils for ATF2 at KEK
• ATF2 coil harmonics for Rref = 10 mm
(to compare to present ATF2 magnets).
• Worst quad harmonics (b3, a3), are
only 49. parts per million.
• The areas highlighted in blue are all
smaller than 200 parts per billion.

Measure field harmonics and then
make corrections in next coil set.
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BNL Direct Wind Production for SupeKEKB
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Testing Direct Wind Coil Performance Limits
We then produced, but never tested,
this R&D Direct Wind sweet spot dipole.
(no sweet spots for eRHIC Ring-Ring IR)

We have funding to
Earlier eRHIC linac-ring IR design used cold test this magnet
“Sweet Spot” coil structure for e-beam to determine its field
to pass through hadron IR magnet with and coil stress limits.
BNL DW coils have never shown training.
only a 10 mrad total crossing angle.
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BNL Direct Wind Technology Examples
Epoxy Fill

Current Leads & Voltage Taps

G10 Fill Pieces

Stycast Alumina
Epoxy Filling

Stabilized
Lead Pair

G10

Head
Detail

Wrapper puts on
and takes off at
same time
for no net
pull of long thin
coil support tubes.

ILC
SD0
Alpha

...

Means to put s-glass prestress wrap on long thin tubes. 31

ILC SD0

SD0 (ILC Duty Cycle Test)

BNL Direct Wind ILC QD0 Cold Testing
Quench testing was performed in
an existing solenoid using a lab
dewar. We tested QT at different
background fields in the range
0 to 6 Tesla and temperatures 3.0
to 4.2°K. by reducing the helium
pressure

The field distribution of the test solenoid
was modeled and compared to measured
(on-axis) data. The off-axis (Bz, Br) was
then calculated using the model to find
the high field points in the QT test coil.
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BNL Direct Wind ILC QD0 Cold Testing
No Shield

Coil went to short sample
while in a 6. T background
solenoidal field.

 Short QD0 test coils had very good harmonics and performed well
in both the unshielded and actively shielded configurations.
 Short SD0 coil also performed well and its quench behavior did not
exhibit duty cycle dependence (simulated ILC bunch structure via
fast coil integrated heater).
 Full length QD0 coils also measured warn and met field ILC quality
goals and were quench tested vertically at 4.2K.
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ILC QD0 Magnet Coil Configuration
Multiple main magnet and corrector coils were
produced on common support tubes. These
tubes are themselves supported from a rigid
sled structure inside the cold mass.

QD0 Split Coil
Winding

Lead
End

Extraction Line
Quadrupole

Main coils & correctors
are wound on common
support tube.

View Inside QD0 Cryostat to
Show Coil Positions and
Support Infrastructure

Main
Sextupole, and
Octupole Coil Package
(anti-solenoid is not shown)

R&D
Geophone

Split QD0
Half Coils

IP End
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ILC QD0 R&D Magnet Cryostat

ILC QD0

The ILC QD0 R&D magnet prototype cryostat is
90% complete and almost ready for insertion
of the magnet coils on the “sled assembly.”
Finishing the Magnet Cryostat was given higher
priority than making the transfer line parts.
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ILC QD0 R&D Magnet Cryostat Assembly

BNL Direct Wind ILC QD0 Cold Testing
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Active Shielding for EIC IR Quadrupoles
Actively Shielded Coil Designs
• As with the ILC QD0 we can use an
Active Shield (here an anti-quad) to
eliminate the external field.

Coil Field |B| T

• An Active Shield is useful for large
crossing angles, since one can null the
external field over a large region.
• Field cancellation leads to gradient loss

GFinal = [1 – (R1/R2)4 ] GMain

2D and 3D Models

• Active Shield magnets are of interest for
both the BNL and JLAB EIC IR designs
and thus represent an area of common
R&D interest.
Models correspond to the “Fast Track” R&D
actively shielded quad now in production.

Here 9.3 T at coil but few
gauss at e-beam!
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Rear Side

eRHIC and JLEIC: Fast Track R&D
• Use existing Nb3Sn coils (from LARP work) with a new
active shield to prove out Q1PF concept.
• Main challenge is limited space for mechanical structure.
NbTi active shield
coil around an
Nb3Sn inner coil

LARP mechanical
structure comparison

New proposed compact
mechanical structure
See B. Parker, et.al., IPAC18 paper, WEPMF014, “Fast Track
Actively Shielded Nb3Sn IR Quadrupole R&D,” at URL:
https://doi.org/10.18429/JACoW-IPAC2018-WEPMF014
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Forward Side

Fast Track R&D Magnet: Design Summary
• Longitudinal prestress is applied from endplates.
• Linear transfer function (i.e. no yoke to saturate).
• Coordinated operation using two power supplies.
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